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W R I T I N G S

 by Lee Chae Ah



unny, my family is funny. We

lways prepare lunch and

ake cupcakes together

love my family. They are

ovely. We always eat 

ummy pies together

y mom always makes pies. Sometimes she

rders foods and makes special dishes. She

eases me and

elps me do my homework. We

at ramen and

est together.
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ar from home. He works

way from us but he still has

ime for us

e is funny and he likes

ating a lot. His favorite food is

amen
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anana is his favorite fruit

ice is what he always eats

atmeal is his favorite kind of cookie

ogether, we play and have so much fun

e  really likes playing and he also

njoys

unning
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Ice cream is my favorite food
It is delicious and very luscious

It has sprinkles and different toppings
And it is very exciting

Its cone is yellow and it smells like Jell-O
Green tea and chocolate are my favorite

I like it because it’s yummy
It makes my tummy happy

Mr. Crocodile and Mrs. Cat

Ice Cream

Mr. Crocodile told Mrs. Cat that he killed the mouse in their house.
Mrs. Cat was so surprised and she asked Mr. Crocodile “how did
you kill the mouse?’. “I ate it” said Mr. Crocodile. Mrs. Cat was so
amazed with Mr. Crocodile. But Mr. Crocodile was just making fun
of Mrs. Cat; he really didn’t kill the mouse. Mrs. Cat got angry with

Mr. Crocodile and she promised to never believe him again.



WINTER
WINTER IS  MY FAVORITE  SEASON

I  CAN ENJOY I T  FOR MANY REASONS

WE CAN DO SNOWBALL  F IGHTS

WE CAN SK I  UNDER THE SUNL IGHT

WE WEAR HEAVY COATS AND SOME

WARM CLOTHES

LOTS OF PEOPLE  WEAR TH ICK  COATS

IN  WINTER

WE CAN R IDE  SLEDS AND PLAY

IN  ICY PONDS

I  LOVE WINTER  BECAUSE

WINTER BR INGS SO MUCH FUN



Once upon a time there was a fox named Chase and an
elephant named Lazy. Chase the fox always chases
animals away from his home. Lazy the elephant doesn’t
like working because he always feels lazy. Lazy and
Chase are good friends. Their friendship started when
they both got stuck in a tree when they were still in
kindergarten. 

The Magic Carpet
If I have a magic carpet I would go to a
chocolate factory with my friend Lily.
There we can see, smell and eat
chocolates and soda gums. Then we
will go to a beach and enjoy the view.
I’ll get some coconuts from the coconut
tree and I will make a coconut shake. I
will swim and Lily will build a sand
castle, a very tall one. Lastly, we will go
to Japan with our family.

While still on the tree, Chase and
Lazy picked some blueberries and
ate together.  They had fun and
enjoyed being stuck together.
Since then Chase and Lazy became
very good friends. They may be
different from each other but they
enjoy being together.

The Elephant & The Fox



Many children wonder what they want to become
when they grow up. But me, I want to be a doctor. I
have several reasons why I want to be a doctor.
First, I want to help people who are sick or in pain.
Second, I want to help poor patients who can’t pay
for medical treatment. I will help people in Africa by
giving them free medical assistance. There is
money in Africa, but most people do not have
enough money for medication. So I will help them
for free. Third, I want to learn more about our
mysterious body. I am curious about our internal
organs. I want to study more about medicine.
These are the reasons why I want be a doctor
someday.

I WANT TO BE
A DOCTOR
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